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recogniseや collectiveやknowledgeやwithoutや recognisingやanyやcollectiveやknower╆や Inや
denyingやtheやexplanatoryやneedやforやreferenceやtoやaやcollectiveやknower╇やthisやpositionや































































Theや inconsistencyやofや theseやpremisesや shouldやbeや clear╆やAや readerや ofや theやPhysical 
ReviewやLemers╇やorやtheやCaptainやofやtheやUSS Palau╇やtestimoniallyやknowsやthatやp╆やFromや
premisesやﾅ╇やﾆやandやﾇ╇やthisやrequiresやtheやspeakerや〉theやauthorやofやtheやPhysical Review 
Lemersや orや theやHeadや ofやNavigation《や knowや thatや pや onや nonまやtestimonialや grounds╆や
Butやfromやpremisesやﾈやandやﾉ╇やnoやoneやpossessesやtheseやgrounds╆やItやfollowsやthatやpやisや
unknowable╇やcontraryや toや theやstartingやpremiseやﾅ╆やHardwig‒sやdilemmaやthenや fol-
lowsやfromやconsideringやwhichやofやthisやinconsistentやsetやofやpremisesやcanやbeやrejected╆や
Clearly╇やweやtakeやourselvesやtoやpossessやscientiRcやknowledge╇やandやpremiseやﾅやisやjustや








Theや obviousやworryやwithやHardwig‒sや strategyや isや voicedや byや Lackey‒sや 〉ﾆﾄﾅﾈ╈や
ﾋﾅ《やcriticismやofやthisやgeneralやformやofやargument╈やasやitやstands╇やpremiseやﾇやhasやbeenや
shownや toやbeや falseや inや theや epistemologyやofや individualや testimony╆やThus╇やLackeyや









































































testimonialやrelationshipやformedやbyやtheやpairedやactsやofやaやspeakerやtelling an audience 









Evidenceや forや thisや assuranceや explanationや ofや ourや acquisitionや ofや knowledgeや
fromや individualや testimonyや thenやcomesや fromやtheや reactiveやamitudesやweやdemon-
strateやasやspeakersやandやaudiences╆やWereやAやtoやnotやbelieveやS╇やorやtoやmerelyやbelieveや
whatやSやsays╇やrejectingやS‒sやassumptionやofやresponsibility╇やSやwouldやbeやliableやtoやfeel 
aTronted╆やAndやwereや S‒sや tellingや aや lieや orや S‒sや tellingやnotや adequatelyやgroundedや inや












































Theや problemやwithや thisや assuranceや theoryや ofや collectiveや testimonyや isや oneや ofや



























































timonialや knowledgeやuniqueや isや thatや itや isや transmimedやknowledge╆やWithや thisや theや
assuranceやtheoryやwouldやagree╈やknowledgeやisやtransmimedやoneまやwayやasやepistemicや


































recipient‒sや ownや proprietaryや entitlementや toや relyや onや interlocutionや isや in-



















Thisや isや equivalentや toや premiseや 〉ﾇささ《や inや theや reconstructionや ofやHardwig‒sや 〉ﾅﾍﾌﾉ《や






















aboveやall╇や theやdivisionやofや labourをや〉ﾆﾄﾅﾈ╈やﾉﾈ《╆やOnやthisやmodel╇や｠theやfactや thatやcer-
tainや peopleや haveやmutuallyや interactingや jobsや orや rolesやmayや beや suUcientや toや bindや











However╇や theやnonまやreductiveや theoryやofや collectiveや testimony╇や likeや theやassur-









inや testifyingや toやwhatやoneやbelievesや isや false╆やButや equallyや thereや isやnoやmutualやde-
pendenceやarisingやfromやaやdivisionやofやlabour╆やTheやcollective╇やinsofarやasやitやexists╇やisや
identiRedやonlyやbyやthisやspeciRcやtestimonialやchain╆
Second╇や considerや theや caseやofや theやdead scientist╆やDr╆やNやdiscoversや thatやpや andや




































ofやS‒sや testimonyやonlyや ifや 〉ﾅ《やS‒sやstatementや isやreliableやorやotherwiseやtruthまや

































































































referや toや theやdataや supportingや thatやpめやthatや is╇や theや relevantや statisticalやdataめやandや
claimやthatやthisやdataやisやknowledgeやsupporting╆
Toやpursueや thisやargumentや furtherやconsiderや theやEddington caseやasやdevelopedや
byやBoazやMillerや〉ﾆﾄﾅﾉ《╆やEinstein‒sやtheoryやofやGeneralやRelativityやimpliesやthatやmas-
siveやbodiesや likeや theや SunやwillやdeSectや lightや andや thisやdeSection╇やEddingtonやpro-
posed╇やcouldやbeやobservedやinやaやchangeやinやtheやpositionやofや theやstarsやduringやaやto-
talや solarやeclipse╆やSoや inやﾅﾍﾅﾌやheやorganisedや twoやexpeditions╇や toやWestやAfricaやandや



























showやtheや limitationやofや theやdeSationaryやviewやsuggestや thatやwhatやmotivatesや thisや






































havingやknowledgeや asやwellをや 〉ﾅﾍﾍﾇ╈や ﾈﾌﾊ《╆や Thisや isや trueやwhetherや theや sourceや isや anや











































ingやanやaTairやonや theや testimonyやofやaや｠notoriouslyやuntrustworthyやgossipをや 〉ﾅﾍﾋﾉ╈や







































































torsや thatや leadsやupや toやaやreportや ifや theやrecipientや isや toやobtainやknowledgeや fromやtheや
reportを╆やAsやobserved╇やtheやstandardやnonまやreductiveやpositionやisやtoやextrapolateやtheや
collectiveやcaseや fromやtheや individualやcase╈やknowledgeやandや justiRcationやresideや inや






















〉ﾅﾍﾌﾉ《や argument╇や knowledgeや cannotや beや 】purelyや vicarious‒╈や knowingや thatや theや






































tedや fromや individualや toや individual╆やThisや theoryやequallyや failedやofや suUciency╈や itや
doesやnotやcoverやcasesやofやcollectiveやtestimonyやwhereやthereやisやnoやcollectiveやknower╆
Theやpaperや thenやmovedやonや toやconsiderやanやeliminativistや theoryやofやcollectiveや
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